84) Which of the following imaging devices would best localize a tumor in a person's brain?
   A) PET  B) MRI  C) DSA  D) X ray

85) Which of these is not part of the dorsal cavity?
   A) thoracic cavity  B) cranial cavity  C) vertebral cavity  D) spinal cord

86) In which abdominopelvic cavity is the stomach located?
   A) left lower  B) right lower  C) right upper  D) left upper

87) Which of the following statements is the most correct regarding homeostatic imbalance?
   A) Positive feedback mechanisms are overwhelmed.
   B) The internal environment is becoming more stable.
   C) Negative feedback mechanisms are functioning normally.
   D) It is considered the cause of most diseases.

88) Subdivisions of anatomy include which of the following?
   A) gross, macroscopic, visual, and microscopic
   B) gross, regional, systemic, and surface
   C) regional, surface, visual, and microscopic
   D) gross, regional, dissection, and surface

89) The term *pollex* refers to the ________.
   A) great toe  B) calf  C) thumb  D) fingers

90) The dorsal body cavity is the site of which of the following?
   A) liver  B) intestines  C) lungs  D) brain

91) Select the most correct statement.
   A) The immune system is closely associated with the lymphatic system.
   B) Organ systems operate independently of each other to maintain life.
   C) Organ systems can be composed of cells or tissues, but not both.
   D) The endocrine system is not a true structural organ system.

92) One of the functional characteristics of life is irritability. This refers to ________.
   A) the nervous system causing all living things to sometimes experience anger
   B) indigestible food residues stimulating the excretory system
   C) sensing changes in the environment and then reacting or responding to them
   D) the necessity for all organisms to reproduce

93) Which of the following are survival needs of the body?
   A) nutrients, water, movement, and reproduction
   B) water, atmospheric pressure, growth, and movement
   C) nutrients, water, growth, and reproduction
   D) nutrients, water, atmospheric pressure, and oxygen
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